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When communication gets tough, OWN SOMETHING to help

manage the egos in the room.
When we talk about someone’s ego, there is often a negative connotation. In our communication

group, someone even used the word “ego maniac” to describe those personalities that are self-

centered and sabotage any work moving forward. This newsletter talks about strategies to manage the

egos in the room.

Before we dive into that tip, let’s pull back from the negative connotations of ego and think more

objectively about how our egos drive our decisions and how we show up as leaders. Below is a

progressive chart that captures how egos can be helpful and harmful in our communication.

 Ego: A person's sense of self-esteem or self-importance
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Healthy communication necessitates a sense of self-esteem and confidence. You have something to

bring to the table. After all, if you don’t believe what you have to say is worth sharing, then why talk? 

 The self-esteem and confidence gets a little blurry when someone’s self-importance begins to shadow

the value of what they are contributing. When this happens, the communication becomes ego-drive,

embedded with judging, blaming and pushed from a self-centered and agenda-driven perspective.  

Difficulty listening 

Limited value of the other’s contributions 

Believe they are the expert

Firm attachment to “I know I’m right”

Other people in the conversation are getting

hurt

More talking than listening 

More me, less we 

Intently chasing down quick rewards 

Losing sight of the big picture 

What are the signs that someone is leading

with ego?

Both parties are the same page

People are working towards a coordinated

agreement 

Both parties are as responsible for the

conversation 

Each person has a role in the outcome 

There is a leader and a follower 

Shared responsibility of outcomes

The conversation is a tango verses a march 

The conversation results in less hardship

How do I assess that everyone's egos are

appropriate 

Helpful Harmful



Self-Awareness

Self-Management

Social Awareness

Here is the data that came out of Kerri’s question:  What emotional intelligence (EQ) skill do

you think is most important when navigating someone’s ego?
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Interesting insight from this week’s communication 

group (which you can join at any time): 

Relationship Management 16%

42%

42%

0%

On LinkedIn and Facebook, no one voted for social management. While there is obviously benefit

from leveraging any of the EQ skills, Kerri’s argument would be that managing someone’s ego is

all about managing the social environment (social awareness). We need to slow down our day-to-

day spin to read the room and become aware of the social dynamics that influence progress.

Look for clues 

Remember that 93% of communication is non-verbal.  The other party(ies) are giving you

clues all the time

What is their “tell”?  

Just like in poker, everyone has a "tell" that they are getting frustrated and shutting down

Get empathetic.  

From his/her vantage point, what is important to that person? 

Prepare in advance 

Consider the "what ifs" of the meeting adn come prepared with data, what you will say, how

you will respond, etc.

Ask others what is informing the political agenda of a project 

Think budget, goals, strategic planning.  These agenda inform power, influence, etc.

Analyze where and how the other party(ies) is spending his/her time

Come prepared with data and facts to complement your perspective 

How do I proactively manage the egos in the room?

Good question!  Here are some tips to save yourself from being surprised when

someone's ego takes over (and you feel a little steamrolled): 
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Get them talking first (tip #1)

When other people talk first, then you can see their

perspective 

Use facts and data to challenge viewpoints (tip #2)

“I found some interesting insights here with _____

report.” 

“Compared to last year, the number say . . .”

Ask open-ended questions that start with what/ how (future

tip)

“What data did you use to draw that conclusion? I

would like to understand more. [and sincerely mean it!]” 

“How often are we collecting that input?”

“I hear you highlighting this trend.  What other reports

highlight this pattern?”

Set small goals to help get on the same page.

“From this meeting, I’m hoping we can agree on

_____” 

“I really like the impact this change will make. Let’s

chunk it down – what is the first step?”

Everyone will defend, deflect and dismiss your input (tip

#3). 

Mange your own ego in response to whatever will

happen.  The other party will invariably do something

that triggers an emotional reaction. 

Own something you have done to contribute to the dynamic

(tip #6)

“I didn’t realize that we wanted to dive deep into this

data so I didn’t bring it with me.” 

“I felt a little overwhelmed on where to start.” 

“I left the last meeting a little confused and didn’t speak

up because I thought I would figure out it. I would like a

side-bar conversation with you to hear more details

about where you’re going.

What do I do if the other person is all ego? 

Implement some of our earlier communication tips and

strategies: 

42%

Check out Kerri's website for

testimonials.


